CASE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

built for trial lawyers, by trial lawyers
Seeing is believing:
Discover how data visualizations bring your argument to life.

Built for trial lawyers, by trial lawyers, 44th Street case analysis software
brings your case to life from the outset of your investigation, uncovering
hidden issues and mapping connections with integrated visualizations.
See the path to a winning argument from day one.

Accelerate your
investigation.

Navigate data with
clear signposts.

Drive your case toward
a winning argument.
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DECIPHER DATA DIFFERENTLY

with Powerful Visualization & Search Features

Interactive visualizations make sense of complex data. Uncover the story of your case with
revealing graphics that show how people, topics, and events are connected. Reveal case highlights,
data anomalies, and witness relationships with powerful search functionalities designed to help
you identify sign posts in your case and see the road ahead clearly.

Chronologies
Reveal the story of your case in real-time with
exportable chronologies for pleadings, fact
statements, and outlines for witness examinations.
Uncover key themes, topics, and linked facts as
you examine the events in the case.

Concept Clustering
Explore new connections in your case with
intuitive visuals that group together data by topic
and relationship. Identify areas in your case where
information is contextually or semantically similar.

Timelines
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Email Thread Analysis
Place conversations into context with our
proprietary email thread analysis system.
Never again waste time piecing threads
together.

Custom Search
Boost your investigation with enhanced
search features that offer the choice
between visual, Boolean, and natural
language searches. Navigate case
information confidently as you explore
and uncover new angles in your
investigation.

Navigate Around Data Roadblocks
Legal teams face a daily challenge to manage, analyze, interpret, and utilize large sets of data.
44th Street makes sense of complex data by linked information and clear visuals that help you
see connections and discover relationships in your case.
Our software was designed by lawyers with the user in mind. We confront problems that face
legal teams during the case analysis process with intuitive solutions that put data to work for you.

The Problem
Information overload! Your legal
team must sift through vast
amounts of case data, requiring
valuable time and money that
could be better spent elsewhere.

It takes a long time to analyze data.

Data is disconnected and disorganized.
Work products are spread out across
the team, making collaboration difficult
or cumbersome.

The 44th Street Solution
Data should help drive your argument forward, not hold it back.
44th Street was created to simplify and accelerate the analysis
process by equipping your legal team with easy-to-interpret
visualizations that connect the dots between your case data. With
features like custom data visualizations, communications mapping,
and email thread analysis, you can make sense of case data quickly
and identify actionable insights that propel your case forward.

44th Street fast-tracks your firm’s legal process, saving valuable time
and resources. By speeding up the discovery process, we help your
legal team drive the case in a winning direction from the start, while
avoiding data roadblocks that can slow a case down along the way.
Visualizations, communications mapping, and email thread analysis
keep your team on the right track and help you see the road ahead
clearly.

All case-related information is organized into an easy to manage
interface that encourages collaboration across your entire team.
By consolidating various data sources on one platform, 44th Street
helps you see connections more clearly and streamlines the
discovery process.

Give your team a head start
and advantage that will
continue throughout the case.

Fast-track data analysis

Navigate toward a winning argument
from the onset of your case investigation.

Take 44th Street for a test drive.

www.44thstreettech.com

